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What is parallelism?
► Parallelism

means that similar parts of a sentence
have the same structure: nouns are with nouns,
verbs with verbs, and phrases with phrases.

I like singing, reading, and to dance.

NOT Parallel

I like singing, reading, and dancing.

Parallel

Check for Parallelism in these Cases
► When
►

joining two or more items with and or or

Short-term solutions include enhancing appropriate donations
of medical equipment, building capacity by training technical
staff, and providing maintenance support from sources outside
the country.

► When

making comparisons

► These

results suggest playing calming music is more effective
than providing explanatory literature when attempting to
lower a patient’s heart rate before a medical procedure.

Check for Parallelism in these Cases
►

With correlative conjunctions (like both/and, either/or, neither/nor, and not only X,
but also y)
►

Women were expected to be impeccable moral guides not only in the home,
but also in public affairs, a notable progression from the more silent roles of
colonial women.

► Professional music therapists not only purposefully create safe spaces for their
clients, but also carefully respond to clients’ reactions and progression.

Finding and Fixing Parallelism Errors
►

Look for series of three or more items
►

►

Check lists and headings for parallelism
►

Not parallel
►

If you want to emphasize an item or one item is necessarily wordier than the
others, place that item at the end of the series.

Ingredients:
►

4 oz. orange juice

►

vodka (2 oz.)

►

Parallel!

Ingredients:
►

4 oz. orange juice

►

2 oz. vodka

Check for sentences that compare or otherwise pair two ideas (you may
want to search for: and, but, or, nor, for, so, or yet; neither…nor, not
only…but also, and whether…or).

Editing Tips
▪ Always take a break from your work. Give your brain a rest!
▪ Read your paper out loud. Seriously. Do it. This helps you slow down and to
hear what your writing sounds like. If you become confused or run out of
breath while reading your own work, it’s a good sign you need to rewrite or
shorten a sentence!
▪ Read your paper backwards (start with the last sentence). This helps your
brain slow down and look at each sentence on its own.
▪ Read your work on a different medium (i.e. paper vs. screen) or change
font.
▪ Seek out low-stakes peer review opportunities.

Another way to make your writing
easier to proofread
1. Use “replace”
feature to make
periods signal a new
paragraph.

2. Use “sort” feature to arrange
sentences in alphabetical order.

Time to practice
with your own
writing!
And test your understanding with
our exercises in part four of this
series!

►

►

►

►

Receive feedback from
graduate students trained as
writing consultants.
Help at any stage of the
writing process and with any
writing project
Schedule up to two weeks in
advance
Free!

►

Make an appointment online

Find us on Facebook
(facebook.com/ugawriting)
and Instagram
(@UGAwritingcenter)!

►uga.mywconline.com
►

Click “Register for an account” if a new client
►

For more information, visit our website:

https://www.english.uga.edu/writing-center

Educational Resources for Writing from
beyond UGA
►

UNC Chapel Hill's Writing Center: Tips and Tools

►

Purdue Writing Lab

►

Naval Post Graduate Writing Center

►

Writing Commons
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